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Musculoskeletal Modeling for Physical HRI

Project Objective

Experimental Setup

Preliminary Results

Predict human arm dynamics using a wide range of non-invasive 
sensing modalities to generate subject-specific models

i.e.,                            .

Assuming muscle force-length relation

and normalized muscle activation/length

the dynamics relation of each                  
pair is described by
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Motivation Challenges Objectives
• Accurately predict subject-specific kine-

matics/dynamics of the human arm during 
manipulation tasks from non-invasive sensor 
data (P1)

• Quantify variation across individuals and 
changes in error across model resolutions 
to establish model quality and generalizabil-
ity (P2)

• Understanding contact forces and joint torques is 
imperative to the creation of safe and effective 
assistive devices and HRI control schemes

• Non-physiological models cannot predict dy-
namics at sufficient resolution or accomodate 
pathologies common to assistive device users 
(SCI, muscular dystrophy, etc.)

• Existing systems rely on pop-
ulation-based models [1] that 
minimally account for variation/
pathology

• Musculoskeletal system com-
plexities exist at every level of 
abstraction

P1: Building a Predictive Dynamics Model P2: Characterizing Model Quality
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The predicted force-
length relation is biolog-
ically reasonable but dif-
fers across sensors.

Muscle deformation during exertion 
is obvious but highly nonlinear and 
poorly characterized thus far.
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Tissue Segmentation

Parametric Morphology Comparison

Parametric Dynamics Comparison
(Current / Future Work)

Examine, via ~10 subjects’ upper-limb MRI scans,

• morphological variation across subjects

• impact of this variation on model prediction accuracy

• Convert existing cohort of segmentations to dynamical models

• Establish biologically-motivated control scheme of muscle actu-
ators

• Quantify inter-subject/resolution variation in predicted dynamics

Bone Segmentation:
• active contouring [2]
• MSER blob detection [3]
• manual cleanup

Preliminary bone segmentation 
results show significant mor-
phological variation across 
subjects that cannot be mod-
eled in existing frameworks.
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Muscle Segmentation:
• registration (via Sim-

pleElastix [4]) with manu-
ally-segmented atlas [5]

• manual cleanup

Parameter vector      of 
muscle force-length rela-
tion              was recovered 
via

Details in Hallock et al., EMBC 2016 [6].




